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In terms of a suitable variant of the EPR-Bohm example, we argue that the quantum mehani-
ally predited and experimentally veried violation of a Bell-type path-spin nonontextual realist
inequality for an `intrapartile' path-spin entanglement involving single neutrons an be used to infer
a form of nonloality, distint from Bell-type nonloality, that is required for any relevant hidden
variable model to be ompatible with the quantum mehanial treatment of an EPR-Bohm-type
`interpartile' entanglement.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ta
I. INTRODUCTION
Spurred on by Bell's seminal work[1℄ based on the
EPR-Bohm example[2, 3℄, the study of an inompatibil-
ity between quantum mehanis(hereafter QM) and loal
realist models pertaining to the results of measurements
on the spatially separated partiles in entangled states
has, for long, beome a vibrant researh enterprise. Of
late, the work of Leggett[4℄ and the subsequent experi-
mental studies[5, 6℄ seeking to rule out a lass of non-
loal realist models have stimulated a renewed interest
in gaining deeper insights into the relationship between
QM and the notion of loality/nonloality in onjuntion
with realism[7℄. On the other hand, for single partiles,
there has been a onsiderable body of work on the quan-
tum mehanial violation of nonontextual realism, im-
plying the property whih is referred to as `ontextuality',
viz. that an individual outome of measuring a dynami-
al variable, predetermined in terms of a hidden variable
model, is dependent upon the measurement (previous or
simultaneous) of any other ommuting (omeasurable)
observable[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18℄.
A onnetion between the above two strands of inves-
tigations is provided in this paper. For this, we use a
suitable example in order to show that the quantum me-
hanial violation of nonontextual realism for the mu-
tually ommuting `path' and spin degrees of freedom of
single spin-1/2 partiles enables the inferene of a urious
form of nonloality for an EPR-Bohm-type interpartile
entangled state of the spatially separated spin-1/2 parti-
les(onsidered speially to be neutrons in this paper),
a type of nonloality that is distint from the Bell-type
nonloality and its various variants. Before going into
detailed explanations as given later, the key ingredients
of our argument are broadly skethed as follows.
Let us onsider the EPR-Bohm-type entangled pairs
of neutrons in spin singlets where neutrons in one of the
two wings(say, 2) are passed through a partiular setup
of the Mah-Zehnder-type (Fig.1), while neutrons in the
∗
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other wing(say, 1) are subjeted to the measurement of,
say, either the z or the x omponent of spin(the measure-
ment settings in the wing 1 for σ̂1z and σ̂
1
x are designated
by A and B respetively). In this paper our attention is
foused on what happens to neutrons in the wing 2 or-
responding to the two possible settings A and B in the
wing 1.
First, for the setting A, when neutrons in the wing 2
are passed through a spei Mah-Zehnder-type setup,
and are separated into two subensembles orresponding
respetively to the measurement outomes±1 in the wing
1, the `path' and the spin states of neutrons belonging to
eah of these subensembles get entangled(`intrapartile'
entanglement). On the other hand, for the setting B,
after similar suh operations, the `path' and the spin
states of the neutrons belonging to eah of the separated
subensembles remain unentangled while passing through
the Mah-Zehnder-type setup in the wing 2.
Next, note that the separation of neutrons in the wing
2 into two subensembles is oneived essentially on the
basis of information obtained about the measurement
outomes in the wing 1. Hene, there is no faster than
light signaling involved here. But, what makes this ex-
ample interesting is the following ontrast between the
ases orresponding to the two settings A and B in the
wing 1.
For the ase B, sine neutrons belonging to eah of
the separated subensembles in the wing 2 after pass-
ing through the Mah-Zehnder-type setup are in the
path-spin produt states, the ontextuality property an-
not be diserned in a Bell-type statistial way for their
`path' and the spin degrees of freedom. On the other
hand, for the ase A, as explained later, beause of the
path-spin `intrapartile' entanglement generated for neu-
trons belonging to eah of the separated subensembles
in the wing 2 while passing through the Mah-Zehnder-
type setup, quantum mehanis requires the statistial
violation of a Bell-type path-spin nonontextual real-
ist inequality(NRI)[16℄ for eah of these subensembles,
thereby enabling the inferene of path-spin ontextuality
for any individual neutron in the wing 2. (The viola-
tion of path-spin NRI has been empirially veried by
Hasegawa et al.[17, 18℄ using single neutrons).
Consequently, in this example, in order to be ompat-
2ible with quantum mehanis, a form of nonloality is
required at the level of individual measured values whih
are predetermined within any relevant hidden variable
model - the meaning of this form of nonloality, put pre-
isely, is the following: Depending upon the measurement
setting in the wing 1, for the ase A, for neutrons in the
wing 2, path-spin ontextuality an be inferred from the
statistial measurements, while, for the ase B, no suh
ontextuality an be inferred for neutrons in the wing 2.
At this stage, before proeeding further, we may re-
mark that the treatment given in this paper, though
ouhed in terms of neutrons, is equally appliable for
photons with the appropriate polarizing and analyzing
devies. In what follows, the speis of the required
setup and the nuanes of our argument are spelled out.
We begin with the disussion of the operational ingredi-
ents that enable our example to provide a hitherto unex-
plored slant to the analysis of the EPR-Bohm-type setup.
In onlusion, we omment on the signiane of suh a
demonstration of nonloality.
II. A VARIANT OF THE EPR-BOHM
EXAMPLE
Let us begin with a soure emitting EPR-Bohm-type
entangled pairs of neutrons in spin singlets given by
|Ψ〉 = 1√
2
(| ↑z〉1| ↓z〉2 − | ↓z〉1| ↑z〉2) (1)
where neutrons 1 and 2 are spatially separated into two
wings 1 and 2 respetively. In the wing 1, one has the
option of making the measurement of either σ̂z or σ̂x (the
setting A or B respetively). It is with respet to these
two measurement settings A and B that our subsequent
disussions are throughout onentrated on neutrons in
the wing 2, while we study the evolution of their spin
and path states in passing through a Mah-Zehnder-type
setup. Note that, for the measurement settings orre-
sponding to the ases A and B, the mixed states of neu-
trons 2 an respetively be written as
|ΨA〉i = 1√
2
(| ↑z〉2 ⊕ | ↓z〉2) (2)
|ΨB〉i = 1√
2
(| ↑x〉2 ⊕ | ↓x〉2) (3)
where ⊕ denotes the mixture of two spin states as op-
posed to their oherent superposition. Sine the same
redued density operator for the neutrons 2 orresponds
to eah of the mixed states |ΨA〉i and |ΨB〉i, the sta-
tistial properties of any spin variable are the same for
both these mixed states. The subsript `i' is used in Eqs.
(2) and (3) to denote the fat that eah of these mixed
states serves as the initial state that is subjeted to subse-
quent manipulations using a suitable Mah-Zehnder-type
setup.
We onsider that for eah of the measurement settings
A and B in the wing 1, the orresponding neutrons 2
are inident on a 50:50 beam-splitter(BS1) of the Mah-
Zehnder-type setup in the wing 2. Any suh neutron 2,
after passing through BS1, an then emerge along either
the transmitted or the reeted hannel orresponding to
the state designated by |ψ1〉 or |ψ2〉 respetively. Subse-
quently, the neutrons 2 orresponding to |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉
are reombined at a seond beam splitter(BS2) whose
reetion and transmission probabilities are |γ|2 and |δ|2
respetively.
Here note that the mutually orthogonal `path' or `han-
nel' states, designated as |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉, are eigenstates
of the projetions operators P (ψ1) and P (ψ2) respe-
tively. These projetion operators an be regarded as or-
responding to the observables whih pertain to the deter-
mination of `whih hannel' a partile is found to be in.
For example, the results of suh a measurement for the
transmitted(reeted) hannel with binary alternatives
are given by the eigenvalues of P (ψ1)(P (ψ2)); the eigen-
value +1(0) orresponds to a neutron being found(not
found)in the hannel represented by |ψ1〉(|ψ2〉).
Next, a ruial ingredient of our setup is that, after
measurement in the wing 1, if the neutrons 2 emerging
along one of the two hannels, say, represented by |ψ1〉,
pass through a spin-ipper(SF) that ontains a uniform
magneti eld along, say, the +x̂-axis. Thus, if the spin
state of neutron 2 is polarised along ±ẑ − axis, SF ips
the spin state |↑z〉2( |↓z〉2) into |↓z〉2(|↑z〉2). On the other
hand, if the spin state of neutron 2 is polarised along
±x̂−axis, the orientation of this spin remains unaeted
while passing through the SF.
Subsequently, neutrons 2 in the hannels |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉
are reeted by the mirrors M1 and M2 respetively -
suh reetions do not lead to any net relative phase
shift between |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉. Finally, these neutrons or-
responding to |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 are reombined at a seond
beam splitter(BS2).
Here we observe that for our subsequent disussions,
given the orientation of the magneti eld within SF
along the +x̂-axis, if one onsiders the spin variables for
the two settings of the measurements in the wing 1, one
of these is required to be hosen σ̂x, while the other ob-
servable an be any other spin variable, whih we have
taken to be σ̂z in this spei example.
Now, to proeed with our argument, note that for the
measurement setting A in the wing 1 resulting in neu-
trons 2 with spins polarised along ±ẑ-axis inident on
BS1, after the operations in-between BS1 and BS2, the
states of these neutrons inident on BS2 are respetively
given by
| ↑z〉2 → |φ+〉 = i√
2
(|ψ1〉| ↓z〉2 + |ψ2〉| ↑z〉2)
| ↓z〉2 → |φ−〉 = i√
2
(|ψ1〉| ↑z〉2 + |ψ2〉| ↓z〉2) (4)
where note that, for any given lossless beam splitter, ar-
guments using the unitarity ondition show that for the
partiles inident on a beam splitter, the phase shift be-
3tween the transmitted and the reeted states of the par-
tiles is essentially π/2[19℄.
Then, orresponding to the mixed state |ΨA〉i given by
Eq.(2), the states of neutrons 2 inident on BS2, repre-
sented by
∣∣ΨA〉
BS1+SF
, an be written as
∣∣ΨA〉
BS1+SF
= |φ+〉 ⊕ |φ−〉 (5)
where the onstituent subensembles |φ+〉 and |φ−〉 or-
respond respetively to the outomes ±1 of the measure-
ment of σ̂z on neutrons in the wing 1. A key point to be
stressed is that Eq.(5) denotes a mixture of path-spin en-
tangled states where the entanglement arises essentially
from the ipping of the spin state | ↑z〉2 or | ↓z〉2 due to
the SF plaed along one of the hannels(|Ψ1〉), in-between
the beam splitters BS1 and BS2.
On the other hand, for the measurement setting B in
the wing 1 resulting in neutrons 2 with spins polarised
along ±x̂-axis inident on BS1, the orientations of their
spins remain unhanged while passing through the SF
that ontains magneti eld along the x̂-axis. Thus, or-
responding to the state |ΨB〉i given by Eq.(3), neutrons
2 inident on BS2 are desribed by
∣∣ΨB〉
BS1+SF
, given
by ∣∣ΨB〉
BS1+SF
= |χ+〉 ⊕ |χ−〉 (6)
where the onstituent subensembles are given by
|χ+〉 = i
2
{|ψ1〉+ |ψ2〉} |↑x〉2 (7)
|χ−〉 = − i
2
{|ψ1〉 − |ψ2〉} |↓x〉2 (8)
whih orrespond respetively to the outomes ±1 of the
measurement of σ̂x on neutrons in the wing 1. In ontrast
to the state
∣∣ΨA〉
BS1+SF
, the state
∣∣ΨB〉
BS1+SF
is a
mixture of path-spin produt states.
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Figure 1: Neutrons 2 in one of the two wings of the EPR-Bohm
orrelated pairs emitted by the soure(S) enter a Mah-Zehnder-
type setup through a beam splitter(BS1) and pass through the
hannels orresponding to |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉. A spin-ipper(SF) is
plaed along one of the hannels |ψ1〉. Subsequently, appropriate
measurements of the `path' and spin variables are made for these
neutrons, as explained in the text.
Having thus set the stage on the basis of the above
setup, we an now develop our argument for showing non-
loality for interpartile entanglement as a onsequene
of the path-spin ontextuality pertaining to `intraparti-
le' entanglement. For this, it is rst important to make
the following point. After the orresponding measure-
ments A or B in the wing 1, the proess of passing neu-
trons 2 through the arrangement of BS1+SF serves the
purpose of appropriately preparing the path-spin states
|ΨA〉BS1+SF or |ΨB〉BS1+SF respetively on whih, sub-
sequently, we onsider the measurements required for for-
mulating our argument. For this, the beam splitter BS2
of the Mah-Zehnder setup is onsidered to be part of the
arrangement that makes measurements on the neutrons
represented by |ΨA〉BS1+SF or |ΨB〉BS1+SF ,as explained
in the following setion.
III. THE RELEVANT MEASUREMENTS AND
THE ARGUMENT FOR NONLOCALITY
We begin by noting that the states of neutrons emerg-
ing from BS2, denoted by |ψ3〉 and |ψ4〉, are unitarily
related to the states |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 by the following rela-
tions
|ψ3〉 = −iγ |ψ1〉+ δ |ψ2〉 (9)
|ψ4〉 = δ |ψ1〉 − iγ |ψ2〉
where γ and δ satisfy γ2 + δ2 = 1.
Eqs.(9 show that, for a given linear ombination of |ψ1〉
and |ψ2〉, using dierent values of γ(δ), one an generate
at the output of BS2 various linear ombinations of |ψ1〉
and |ψ2〉 that orrespond to dierent probability ampli-
tudes of nding neutrons in the hannels orresponding
to |ψ3〉 and |ψ4〉. This, in turn, implies that the dierent
values of γ(δ) an be regarded as orresponding to dier-
ent hoies of what may be alled the `path' observables
Âi. Suh observables, in terms of atual measurements,
orrespond to dierent relative ounts registered by the
detetors plaed along the hannels represented by |ψ3〉
and |ψ4〉. Thus, the beam splitter BS2 plays a key role
in this measuring arrangement.
Formally, one an write Âi = P (ψ3) − P (ψ4) where
the eigenvalues ±1 of Âi pertain to the detetion of a
partile in a hannel orresponding to either |ψ3〉 or |ψ4〉
respetively. Here an important point is that there is an
isomorphism[20℄ between the algebra of the observables
Âi and the algebra of 2 × 2 omplex matries spanned
as a linear spae by the Pauli matries σx, σy , σz , and
the identity I matrix. This feature an be desribed as
follows.
Taking the representation, for instane,
|ψ1〉 →
(
1
0
)
; |ψ2〉 →
(
0
1
)
and, using the relations given by Eq.(11), it follows
4that
Ai = P (ψ3)− P (ψ4) =
(
γ2 − δ2 −i2γδ
i2γδ δ2 − γ2
)
(10)
whih an be rewritten as the following linear ombina-
tion of the Pauli matries
Ai = 2γδσy + (γ
2 − δ2)σz = ~σ.~ai (11)
where ~ai = 2γδĵ + (γ
2 − δ2)k̂.
Eq. (11) shows that there is a orrespondene between
any given `path' observable and a partiular omponent
of the Pauli spin vetor. As the beam splitter parame-
ter γ(δ) is varied, the `path' observable orresponds to
a dierent omponent of the Pauli spin vetor. It is in
this sense that suh `path' observables an be regarded
as the `pseudo-spin' observables that ommute with the
spin observables σ̂i.
Next, along with the `path' observables Âi, we onsider
the measurement of the spin variables, say, σ̂z and σ̂x
using the two suitably oriented Stern-Gerlah(SG1 and
SG2) devies(Fig.1)plaed along the two output hannels
|ψ3〉 and |ψ4〉 respetively. The detetors assoiated with
SG1 are D′3 and D
′′
3 , while those with SG2 are D
′
4 and
D′′4 . Registered ounts at these respetive detetors are
denoted by N ′3, N
′′
3 , N
′
4 and N
′′
4 .
Let us onentrate on the joint measurements of the
four ommuting pairs Â1σ̂z , Â1σ̂x, Â2σ̂z and Â2σ̂x. The
outome of measuring eah of Â1, Â2, σ̂z and σ̂x is
±1. The respetive individual outomes are denoted by
v(Â1), v(Â2), v(σ̂z) and v(σ̂x). Now, if measurements are
onsidered on a olletion of partiles that are taken to
be prepared in a state whih, for a given wave funtion,
is more `ompletely speied' by a ommon set of `hidden
variables', then, provided `nonontextuality' is assumed,
the following equality holds good for the individual out-
omes determined by suh `hidden variables':
v(Â1)v(σ̂z)+v(Â1)v(σ̂x)+v(Â2)v(σ̂z)−v(Â2)v(σ̂x) = ±2
(12)
Here it needs stressing that, for the validity of Eq.(12),
it is ruial that both the ourrenes of, say, v(Â1) in
Eq.(12) have the same value. This means that an individ-
ual outome of measuring the `path' observable Â1 that
is predetermined in terms of `hidden variables' is taken to
be independent of whih spin variable is measured along
with it - this is the input of `nonontextuality'. This
applies equally for v(Â2), v(σ̂x) and v(σ̂z).
Next, taking the ensemble averages, it follows from
Eq.(12) that
|〈Â1σ̂z〉+ 〈Â1σ̂x〉+ 〈Â2σ̂z〉 − 〈Â2σ̂x〉| ≤ 2 (13)
Thus, Eq. (13) an be viewed as an empirially veri-
able partiular onsequene of the nonontextual real-
ist models[16℄. A Bell-type inequality of the form given
by Eq.(13) is what we refer to as nonontextual real-
ist inequality(NRI) whih, as applied to our example, is
ontingent upon the notion that there is no interdepen-
dene between the individual outomes of the spin and
the `path' measurements that are predetermined by `hid-
den variables'.
The violation of NRI, in agreement with the relevant
quantum mehanial preditions, has been experimen-
tally demonstrated by Hasegawa et al.[17℄ using single
neutrons by preparing an appopriate path-spin entan-
gled state. This shows an empirial violation of nonon-
textual realism in the sense that if one varies the pa-
rameter(namely, γ(δ)) that haraterizes the ontext of
the `path' or `whih hannel' measurement for the trans-
lational degrees of freedom of a partile, it does aet
the outome of an individual spin measurement. On the
other hand, for the path-spin produt states, suh an ef-
fet of `ontextuality' does not our sine NRI is always
satised by quantum mehanis .
Now, we ome to the rux of our argument onerning
the signature of nonloality present in the spei vari-
ant of the EPR-Bohm example onsidered in this paper.
Here the pivotal point is that a Bell-type path-spin NRI
is violated separately for eah of the two subensembles of
neutrons 2 represented by the path-spin entangled states
|φ+〉 and |φ−〉(Eq.(3) and (4) respetively) whih are se-
leted orresponding respetively to the outomes ±1 for
the measurement of σ̂z (or, for the measurement of any
spin omponent other than σ̂x) on neutrons in the wing
1. On the other hand, for the measurement of σ̂x on neu-
trons in the wing 1, any individual neutron in the wing
2 belongs to either of the two path-spin produt states
|χ+〉 or |χ−〉(Eqs.(7) and (8) respetively); hene, no vi-
olation of a Bell-type path-spin NRI given by inequality
(13)an be exhibited in this ase. The import of this
feature onerning nonloality is as follows.
Corresponding to the measurement of σ̂z on neutrons
in the wing 1, one an regard the quantum mehanial
violation of path-spin NRI for eah of the two subensem-
bles in the wing 2 to be signifying the property of path-
spin ontextuality. This means that, in this ase, in on-
trast to the ase of measuring σ̂x on neutrons 1, quantum
mehanis implies an empirially disernible and statisti-
ally manifested interdependene between the individual
outomes of the `path' and the spin measurements whih
are predetermined in terms of the `hidden variables' for
any individual neutron 2 - it is in this sense that here a
nonloal eet is required at the level of `hidden variables'
in order to be ompatible with quantum mehanis.
Therefore, the upshot of this argument is that, by vary-
ing the measurement setting in the wing 1, and by ap-
propriately seleting neutrons in the wing 2 aording to
the outomes of the measurements on neutrons 1, one
an infer a form of nonloality on the basis of joint mea-
surements pertaining to the `path' and the spin degrees
of freedom of neutrons 2 that test a Bell-type path-spin
NRI for eah of the two output subensembles.
Cruial to the above argument is the point that for the
measurment setting B (σ̂x in our example) for the neu-
trons in the wing 1, sample seletion for the neutrons in
5the wing 2 annot be done in a way that would demon-
strate path-spin ontextuality through the violation of
NRI given by the inequality (13). In order to understand
this point learly, it needs to be realled that in the spe-
i interferometri setup used for neutrons in the wing
2, the enlosed magneti eld is oriented along a spei
diretion, viz. +x̂-axis within the spin-ipper. Conse-
quently, orresponding to the measurement of σ̂x for the
neutrons in the wing 1, sine the neutrons in the wing
2 are spin-polarized along either +x̂ or −x̂ axis, there is
no possibility of the path-spin entangled state being pre-
pared for any individual neutron in the wing 2 that passes
through the interferometri setup. Hene, in this ase, no
matter whatever way one makes the sample seletion for
the neutrons 2 orresponding to the measurement of σx
(the setting B) in the wing 1, the property of path-spin
ontextuality annot be demonstrated through the viola-
tion of NRI given by the inequality (13) as the `path' and
the spin variables remain unentangled for any neutron 2.
In sum, given the experimental setup used in our pa-
per, the path-spin ontextuality of neutrons in the wing
2 is statistially manifested (allowing it to be empiri-
ally diserned) through the inequality (13) only when
the measurement A (orresponding to the measurement
of any spin omponent other than σ̂x) is performed on
neutrons in the wing 1, not when the measurement B
(orresponding to the measurement of σ̂x) takes plae in
the wing 1. This is preisely the operational meaning of
nonloality that has been argued in this paper.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We may stress that the type of nonloality that is
shown in this paper is qualitatively distint from the
forms of nonloality that have been demonstrated using
various variants(for a useful reent review, see, for ex-
ample, Genovese[21℄) of Bell's elebrated theorem. The
usual demonstrations of nonloality for the EPR-Bohm-
type entangled states are ouhed in terms of the or-
relation properties of the dynamial variables measured
in the two spatially separated wings, where the measure-
ments involved an be spaelike separated. In ontrast,
our argument is based on the measurement of the path-
spin orrelation properties of neutrons in any one of the
two wings, these neutrons being hosen as belonging to
either of the two separate subensembles that are appro-
priately seleted aording to the measurement outomes
obtained for the varying measurement settings in the
other wing.
In other words, while the EPR-Bohm-type demonstra-
tion of nonloality violating outome independene at the
level of hidden variables is based on joint measurements
of spins in the two spatially separated wings, in our exam-
ple, by sharing information about outomes of the spin
measurement in one of the two wings, nonloality in the
form of parameter dependene an be inferred from the
joint path-spin measurement on the relevant subsensem-
bes in the other wing.
The argument given in this paper, therefore, leads to
the inferene that if the onstraint of path-spin ontextu-
ality is applied to the hidden variable(realist) models of
single spin-1/2 partiles, a form of nonloality is nees-
sarily implied for the hidden variable models pertaining
to the EPR-Bohm-type spin entangled states of the pairs
of spatially separated spin-1/2 partiles. Further stud-
ies are alled for to analyze losely the nature of this
nonloality, and its onnetion with Bell-type nonloal-
ity. It may also be worthwhile to explore whether a vari-
ant of the reasoning adopted here an be extended for
gaining useful insights into possible onstraints restrit-
ing the nonloal realist models in the light of the reent
studies[5, 6, 7℄ based on Leggett's work[4℄. This is ur-
rently being studied.
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